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Abstract

In this paper we present a colour segmentation method
based on a normalized colour naming algorithm which re-
moves the effects of the varying conditions due to changes
in scene illuminant. Images labelled with the colour name
and intensity of small regions are further processed by a
region growing step providing a sound segmentation. The
method has been tested on a large set of images we get from
a surveillance system, whose goal is the automatic retrieval
of people from an image database using their appearance
description. It is given in terms of placement of the colour
regions in clothes. Finally, a quantitative measurement to
evaluate the performance of the algorithm has been defined.

Keywords: Colour naming, colour normalization, re-
gion growing, surveillance, performance evaluation.

1 Introduction

Segmentation consists in partitioning the image into
some non-intersecting regions according to a certain homo-
geneity criterion. A broad set of segmentation methods can
be found in the literature. Often they are domain-dependent
and, up to now, there is no general method able to segment
any image. A complete survey of segmentationmethods can
be found in [11]. Criteria to segment images can be given
in terms of discontinuity or similarity of regions. Thus, we
have edge-based [10] or region-based methods [7], respec-
tively. Region-based methods intend to map the properties
of scene surfaces to homogeneity criteria of image pixels.
The two visual cues explaining surface properties of a scene
are colour and texture. In this work we present a region-
based method dealing with colour properties of scene sur-
faces.

A common colour property of a surface is its colour
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name. It is the adjective that natural language uses to de-
scribe the physical effect of the light reflecte by a surface.
Colour constancy ability of the human visual system usually
makes themapping between a surface and its colour name to
be unique. Therefore, any colour naming method claiming
uniqueness will have to consider the colour lighting condi-
tions of a scene and its variability. The method we present
in this work tries to solve these two problems by introduc-
ing a colour normalization jointly with a learning step. It
avoids to recover lighting conditions of the scene in order
to be subtracted from the image being processed, which is
what colour constancy techniques usually do [5, 9].

Color naming is a key issue in the application we are
working on. The application purpose is to retrieve personal
data of people based on queries on its appearance. The fina
goal is people identificatio while they are inside a building
with highly restricted access. Each database entry consists
of three fields namely, personal data, an image acquired
by the surveillance camera while the person is in front of
the reception desk and finall , its appearance description.
Last item is automatically introduced by the vision system
that we are developing. Since retrieval queries will be made
by the security staff, the appearance descriptions have to be
stored in terms of ”dark hair”, ”red tie”, ”dark blue shirt”.

In order to automatically construct the above descrip-
tions, colour segmentation will be a basic step. Once the
foreground, i.e. people silhouette, is discriminated from the
scene background, the subsequent processing and interpre-
tation will be mainly based on colour regions we will ex-
tract. Since the colour name will be an essential feature
for appearance description we have developed a colour seg-
mentation method based on colour names. The method has
three main steps: a colour normalization of the whole im-
age, an image labelling using colour names and a segmen-
tation refinemen by a region-growing algorithm. Next sec-
tion is devoted to introduce this method in more detail and,
afterwards, we show how it performs on a large set of im-
ages of the application explained above. Finally, we discuss
these results and the future work.



2 Segmentation based on colour names

The colour segmentation method we propose in this sec-
tion assumes that any meaningful region can be described
by its colour name. The presence of any texture in the re-
gion would complicate it, therefore we are just directed to
label regions with a more or less homogeneous colour.

The main problem that any colour-based vision task has
to face up is that colour perception is related to the illu-
minant spectral composition. Thus, the same surface may
present very different appearances under different illumi-
nants. The human visual system has an adaptivemechanism
that allows avoiding the variations of the scene light and
assign constant colour names to surfaces. Since common
cameras do not have this ability, dealing with the illumi-
nation variability is one of the main problems in computer
vision. In order to solve the problem of colour variabil-
ity, many techniques have been developed during the last
decade. These computational approaches try to introduce
the chromatic adaptation ability of the human visual sys-
tem. A good comparison between some of these techniques
can be found in [6].

Our colour namingmethodwill deal with the colour vari-
ability problem by applying the colour normalization pre-
sented by Finlayson et al. in [4]. This method is fairly
simple because it only works on colour pixels of the im-
age and it does not need any other calibration procedure. In
the definitio of this normalization, two important assump-
tions are made: a linear response to intensity changes and
a Von Kries model for the chromatic adaptation. These two
assumptions defin a linear diagonal model which is usually
assumed in computer vision [3]. The proposed normaliza-
tion has two steps. The firs one is an intensity normaliza-
tion, that is, a transformation R�I� to chromaticity coordi-
nates define as:

R�I�i�j �
Ii�j

P�
k�� Ii�k

(1)

where I is the image to normalize, and the subscripts i,j
are referred to the i-th pixel of the j-th channel of I . The
second step is a channel normalization, C�I�, that avoids
the effect of the illuminant colour. It is expressed as:

C�I�i�j �
P�� � Ii�j
PP

k�� Ik�j
(2)

where P is the number of pixels in I . Colour normaliza-
tion is the result of the iterative application of R and C on
the image. Then, the normalized image will be define as:

N�I� � C�R�C�R�����C�R�I���������� (3)
The above iterative process will finis when transforma-

tions imply very small changes on the image. In our appli-
cation seven iterations usually suffice

Given the three-channel representation of a pixel,
�nr� ng� nb�, of the image N�I�, it can be assured that
nr � ng � nb � �, that is, all the normalized coordinates
are on the plane, R � G � B � �, of the RGB colour
space. Therefore, normalized colour information can be
considered on a two-dimensional space without loose of in-
formation. Hence, we defin

D�Ii� � �nr� ng � nb�i �� �nu� nv�i (4)
where �nu� nv� are the normalized chromaticity coordi-

nates and subscript i denotes the i-th pixel of I. These nor-
malized chromaticity coordinates represent the projection
of the colour information on the plane R � G � B � �
after the effects of the light source on the scene have been
removed. For the rest of this paper, we will refer to them as
the Normalized Chromaticity Coordinates (NCC), and the
two-dimensional space will be referred as the Normalized
Chromaticity Diagram (NCD).

Given that these normalized coordinates only depend on
the image information, they can not be considered as an
standard illuminant-independent space. The suitability of
this normalization for colour naming has been widely ana-
lyzed in [1], where it has been shown that the only constraint
it requires is to have a common context in all the images to
be labelled. It is clear that this constraint is fulfille by the
application we have introduced in section 1, where all im-
ages share the same scene background.

The set of names we will consider in our method is the
same as the one used by Berlin and Kay in [2]. It is formed
by: grey, blue, green, yellow, orange, red, pink and pur-
ple. To extend this list to a wider set of colours we will
add an intensity descriptor, that is, light, normal or dark.
The combination between certain colour and an intensity
descriptor will allow to distinguish other common colour
names. Thus, light grey is white, dark grey is black, and
dark orange is brown. Therefore, our colour naming algo-
rithm will involve two processes, one for colour description
and a second for intensity description. In both cases we will
need two phases: learning and naming.

Learning.

The learning process has two goals: first to arise a tes-
sellation of the NCD, where every region will represent all
the normalized coordinates of a colour label; second, to de-
fin two thresholds for every colour that will represent in-
tensity descriptors.

To achieve these goals, a learning set LS of images con-
taining regions of homogeneous colour, will be used. The
colour name and the intensity descriptor of each region in
the images of LS are known and will be denoted by lh and
li, respectively. The learning process performs in this way:

1. For every image, I � LS we obtain their normalized
coordinates by computing,D�N�I��.



2. For every region, rt, from an image I � LS, we cal-
culate the average of the NCC computed in step 1 of
the pixels in the region. These average point, �n t

u� n
t
v�

will be associated to the region colour label, l th.

3. The convex hull of the average points with the same
label will be the basis to tessellate the NCD.

4. For every region rt, from an image I � LS, we com-
pute the region intensity as

it �
��Q �

PQ

k�� i
t
k

��P �
PP

k�� ik
(5)

where ik is the length of the colour vector of the pixel
k of an image, I , i.e. ik � �I�k�� � I�k�� � I�k���

�

� , Q is
the number of pixels in region rt and P is the number
of pixels of image I . Global image intensity has to be
considered in order to avoid dependency on changes in
lighting conditions.

5. For all the regions with the same lh, we get the values
allowing to separate it in three intensity degrees, light,
normal and dark, given by l i of regions. These values
will be the intensity thresholds denoted as: �� �lh � �

�
lh
�.

Naming.

Naming process of a region, rt of an image I is a simple
mapping between image regions and labels. This transfor-
mation will be denoted as NM, and is given by

NM � rt �� �lth� l
t
i � n

t
u� n

t
v� (6)

where the point �ntu� ntv� is the average of the region, rt
on the imageD�N�I��. lth is the label corresponding to this
point within the NCD, and, lti is assigned according to the
corresponding values of � � and � � for this colour.

This algorithm has been tested on a large set of images of
the same application, where images were labelled by human
operators being at the reception desk. It clearly improves
previous tests using the RGB space or its chromaticity co-
ordinates. Normalized coordinates allow an improvement
from 50% of success to 80% on homogeneous regions. See
[1] for a further study.

Once the colour naming algorithm has been introduced,
a colour segmentation strategy is directly derived by apply-
ing the NM mapping on the regions define by every pixel
neighbourhood of an image. This strategy presents three
kind of problems when we apply it in our application. First
of all, as the images have noise, an oversegmentation ap-
pears with very small regions we are not interested in. The
noise is due to the acquisition device and the uncontrolled
environmental conditions, such as light that causes specular
reflection which are not taken into account in the normal-
ization algorithm. Secondly, the segmentation precision we

need is lower than the one we have. There are some details,
such as buttons and little patterns due to the clothes fabrics,
that also result in an oversegmented image. The third prob-
lem is the division of areas with a hue which lies near the
border between two different regions of the NCD. As the
division of the different hues in the chromaticity diagram is
fi ed in the learning step of the algorithm, the annotation
of ambiguous colours such as greenish-blue, might result
in the splitting of the area into two different regions with a
different label each one.

To solve these problems, in a refinemen step of the seg-
mentation, the labelled regions are clustered according to
area, chromaticity and intensity criteria. Thus, following
the idea given in [8], regions are organized in a graph struc-
ture and they are clustered in terms of a pyramidal graph
contraction procedure. It consists in a bottom-up approach
in which, at every iteration k, a more reduced set of re-
gions is built from the set of regions of level k � �. It is
performed by merging neighbouring regions according to
a distance measure define in terms of chromatic informa-
tion. Regions are represented by an attributed region adja-
cency graph structureG�V�E� �� where each vertex r i � V
is a region, and the set of edges E represent neighbouring
relationships between regions. The graph is labelled by ver-
tices, i.e. a labelling function ��ri� � �jrij� n

i
u� n

i
v� asso-

ciates to each region ri its area, and the average of the NCC
according to eq. 6.

Let Gk�Vk� Ek� �k� be a graph of level k. Given two
regions ri� rj � Vk such that there exists an edge e � Ek

joining ri and rj , the normalized chromaticity distance is
define as follows:

ncd�ri� rj� � ��niu � nju�
� � �niv � njv�

�	
�

� (7)

If ri and rj are not neighbouring regions or they have dif-
ferent intensity, it is define as ncd�ri� rj� ��.

The naming process define in eq. 6 results in an initial
set of regions V� � frig labelled according to the mapping
NM. Thus, the initial graph G��V�� E�� ��� is constructed
from the above set of regions. However, before start the
region growing process, small regions, which are likely to
be produced by noise, are removed from this graph. Thus,
each region ri � V� such that jrij � Ta is absorbed by its
neighbouring region rj with minimum distance ncd�ri� rj�.

At iteration k��, a new graphGk���Vk��� Ek��� �k���
is constructed from Gk�Vk� Ek� �k� by merging neighbour-
ing regions in terms of the distance ncd. To do this, a weight
wi is assigned to each graph vertex ri � Vk:

wi �

P
rj�n�ri�

ncd�ri� rj�

jrij
(8)

where n�ri� is the set of neighbouring regions of r i. The
weight wi conveys two concepts: the average distance be-
tween the region ri and its neighbours, and its size. Those
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Figure 1. Segmentation results. (a)(d) original images, (b)(e) segmentation after normalized colour
naming, (c)(f) segmentation after region growing refinement

vertices with minimum weight among their local neigh-
bours are selected as survivors and initialize the set of ver-
tices Vk�� of level k � �. Afterwards, each non-surviving
vertex is mergedwith its neighbouring surviving vertexwith
minimum ncd. If the distance is greater than a thresh-
old Tncd, it is also selected as a survivor. Informally, this
graph contraction procedure can be explained as follows:
the greatest regions similar to their corresponding neigh-
bours in terms of ncd act as seems of a new set of regions
Vk��, then the remainder regions of Vk are merged with
closest regions under the threshold Tncd. Once the new
graph Gk�� is constructed, the function �k�� is computed.
The algorithm stops when Gk � Gk�� and Gk represents
the segmentation result.

3 Performance evaluation

Segmentation is often evaluated visually or in terms
of the performance of subsequent domain-dependent pro-
cesses. However, some efforts have been made to design
suitable sets of ground truthed data and evaluation mech-
anisms able to automatically validate the performance of
the algorithm. Zhang [12] distinguished two categories of
analytical methods for image segmentation evaluation: the
goodness methods and the discrepancy methods. In the firs
category, some quantitative measures such as inter and intra
region homogeneity are extracted from the segmented im-
age and used as parameters of an evaluation function. The
second category uses a reference of expected segmentation
which is compared with the actually segmentated image to

give a discrepancy measure between them. The latter cate-
gory is better for objectively asses segmentation algorithms.
In this work, we have formulated a discrepancymethod. For
each input image, a synthetic image containing the expected
regions has been generated. Then, a distance between the
segmented image and the synthetic one has been defined
Thus, Let re and rs be a region of the synthetic image and
a region obtained by the segmentation algorithm, respec-
tively. The distance d�re� rs� between these two regions is
define as a weighted sum of the colour distance dc and the
overlapping distance do:

d�re� rs� � wcdc�re� rs� � wodo�re� rs� (9)

To facilitate the comparison between different images,
the above distances are normalized between 0 and 1.

The colour distance is formulated as the Euclidean dif-
ference between the expected colour of the region and the
actual colour once the region has been labelled, i.e. accord-
ing to eq. 7, it can be define as dc�re� rs� � ncd�re� rs�.
The overlapping distance is define as follows:

do�re� rs� � ��min�
jre � rsj

jrej
�
jre � rsj

jrsj
�� (10)

where jrj denotes the area of the region r and re�rs denotes
the intersecting region between re and rs.

Consequently, the distance between an expected region
re and the set S � frisg obtained by the segmentation can
be define as follows:

D�re� S� � min
i
d�re� r

i
s�� (11)



Thus, given two sets of regions E � fr ieg and S � frjsg,
the evaluation function that measures the dissimilarity, i.e.
the accuracy of the segmentation, is define as:

F �E� S� �

Pcard�E�
i�� D�rie� S�

card�E�
� (12)

Figure 1 show some particular results. For the two cases
presented, the original image, the naming result and the fi
nal segmentation are displayed. In the annotation results
(Figs. 1(b) and 1(e)) we can observe the oversegmentation
produced by noisy input images, solved by the region grow-
ing step. On the other hand, the problem of annotation in
uncertainty regions of NCD due to ambiguous colours, as
described in Section 2, can be assessed in the second result.
Here, the jacket could be labelled as ”greenish-blue”, and
it results in regions labelled as ”green” and other ones as
”blue” in Fig. 1(e). The region growing step merges these
sub-regions and a fina uniform region is obtained.
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Figure 2. Dissimilarity measurements his-
togram among a set of 70 samples.

The experimentation set consisted of 70 images acquired
by the surveillance application described in Section 1. A
quantitative study is reported in Fig. 2. This graphic plots
the density of dissimilarity values computed from the eval-
uation set. We can observe that in all samples, the dissim-
ilarity value is less than 0.4, and a very high percentage is
around 0.2. The subsequent step in our application consists
in an interpretation of region structure, matching it with a
set of structural patterns that describe known clothing con-
figurations The experimentation confirm that the image
is likely to be understood as long as region structure and
colour are basically preserved. Thus, the obtained dissimi-
larity values are good enough in our application.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed an algorithm for colour
image segmentation based on normalized colour features to-
wards giving symbolic descriptors. A colour normalization

of the input image followed by an image labelling using
colour names has been used to do a coarse segmentation.
Afterwards, a refinemen step based on a region-growing
process has been performed to solve oversegmentations due
to noise and annotations of ambiguous colours. The seg-
mentation algorithm has been used as a low level step in a
surveillance application consisting in people appearance de-
scription. The performance of the algorithm has been quan-
titatively measured with a comprehensive set of test images.

Once the results show the suitability of the algorithm for
the application where it is used, some efforts have to be
done to improve the learning step developing an automatic
procedure able to infer the rightNCD tessellation and the in-
tensity thresholds. Secondly, domain-dependent knowledge
could guide the region growing, that is, since segmentation
is applied to people images, simple models about cloth-
ing and fisiognomica features could contribute to overcome
erroneous segmentations due to noise, ambiguous colours,
etc. Currently, we are working with images acquired in the
actual environment of the surveillance application. Our seg-
mentation algorithm is being thoroughly tested with a pro-
totype of that application.
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